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INTRODUCTION

Creating sustainable
value for all stakeholders
Sustainability at Panalpina integrates environmental performance,
social responsibility, and solid business management and
processes. By integrating these principles into all aspects of how
business is conducted, we will not only better manage risks and
opportunities, but will also meet the evolving needs of our internal
and external stakeholders.
In this report, we provide insights into how our operations impact
the environmental, social and economic systems within which
we operate, and take another step on the sustainability journey
with our effort to provide transparent and candid assessments
of our performance.

HIGHLIGHTS

2015 SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS

Net Forwarding Revenue
Million CHF

2015

2015

5,855

2014

6,707
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6,758
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Received 94 points on Carbon
Disclosure Project reporting

GHG emissions
Metric tons
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Read more on page 31
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2015 Sustainable Action
Day included more than
500 activities globally
Read more on page 19

Points received on Carbon
Disclosure Project Reporting

Lost-time incidents
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Received “Customer Care
for Climate Change” Award
from key customer
Read more on page 31
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Achieved all global health
and safety goals for 2015
Read more on page 23
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GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–1

Sustainability through
efficiency and engagement
Dear Stakeholders,
This past year was a year of challenges
as well as achievements for Panalpina.
Overall, global transport demand softened
due to overarching macroeconomic
trends, including the low oil price and
an over-capacity in our industry. Volumes
contracted in both Air Freight and Ocean
Freight, while Logistics reported its fourth
consecutive quarter of growth.

More directly, our
customers increasingly
require that we address
our environmental
impacts and take clear
steps to reduce them.
Peter Ulber
Chief Executive Officer

500+

activities organized by local
Panalpina offices as part of
Global Sustainable Action Day
Read more on page 19

16%

reduction in paper usage at
Panalpina facilities during 2015

Despite these challenges, we ended
2015 on a solid base, demonstrating
our resilience in the industry. We extended
our footprint in countries with growing
economies, expanded strategic routes
and services, and implemented innovative,
value-added services for our customers.
We further took the opportunity in 2015
to emphasize efficiency through cost
optimization and productivity improvements.
The idea of maximizing efficiency is
also directly applicable to the concept
of sustainability. We live and operate
within an Earth system that is finite. The
resources we need to survive as people
and businesses are limited, and our planet
cannot continue endlessly to absorb
pollutants such as greenhouse gases,
at least not without placing our way of
life and the health of future generations
in great peril. More directly, our customers
increasingly require that we address our
environmental impacts and take clear
steps to reduce them.
These considerations are what led us to
participate at the COP21 meeting in Paris
last December. Together with over 100
other companies, we committed to
establishing energy usage and greenhouse
gas emission targets that are aligned with
what the scientific community says are the
limits we need to set to keep the Earth from
warming more than two degrees Celsius.
This two-degree limit is the threshold under
which we may be able to avoid some of the

more catastrophic outcomes of a
warming planet. Basing our targets on
the best science, and seeking to keep
our emissions within a planetary “budget”
for warming, demonstrate our commitment
to exactly the kind of efficiency and
productivity improvements that we
are seeking in all areas of our business.
In the past year, we have worked hard
to become not only a better business
but a better corporate citizen as well.
During the 2015 Global Sustainable
Action Day, our people participated in
over 500 different initiatives that showcased
our commitment to environmental and
social responsibility. And for the third
consecutive year we chartered an aircraft
to deliver much-needed supplies to
people in need in Africa.
We have a remarkably talented group
of employees here at Panalpina, and
it is efforts like these that demonstrate
that we have the engagement, motivation
and commitment necessary to achieve
our goals as a business and as a
responsible and productive member
of the global community.

Peter Ulber
Chief Executive Officer
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–3, G4–4, G4–6,
G4–7, G4–8, G4–9

An asset-light
business
The Panalpina Group (held by Panalpina World
Transport, listed as PWT on the Six Swiss Exchange)
is one of the world’s largest third-party logistics
companies, providing freight forwarding, logistics
and supply chain solutions to a wide variety of
global businesses.

History
The company’s history can be traced
back to 1895 with the Swiss forwarding
company Hans im Obersteg & Co. In 1954
all forwarding companies affiliated with
the then-called SRAG (Schweizerische
Reederei AG) were consolidated into Alpina
Internationale Transport AG of Basel. In
1960 the company was renamed Panalpina
World Transport Ltd, referencing its ability to
provide haulage services “across the Alps,”
linking northern and southern Europe.
Read more in the About Us section on panalpina.com

A global business
Panalpina employs approximately
15,000 people, including logistics and
supply chain experts, IT professionals,
account managers, warehouse managers
and workers, quality and safety engineers
and other specialists who apply their
state-of-the-art knowledge to deliver
door-to-door solutions tailored to the
exacting specifications of their customers.
Panalpina operates a global network
of approximately 500 offices in over 75
countries, and offers integrated, end-to-end
solutions that include Air Freight, Ocean
Freight, Logistics and Energy Solutions.

Our products and solutions

Our industries

Air Freight

The company currently provides services
to industries such as:

From paperless flights to temperaturecontrolled shipments, our experts deliver
tailored transport services, worldwide
and end-to-end.

Ocean Freight
Panalpina is one of the world’s largest
providers of ocean freight services and
is present in all major cities and ports.

Automotive
Chemicals
Consumer and Retail
Energy
Fashion
Government and Defense
Healthcare

Logistics
We create more value for our
customers’ supply chains through
our integrated planning tools and
Logistics Manufacturing Services.

Energy Solutions
We offer integrated turnkey project
logistics and forwarding management
services to Oil and Gas customers and
various other industries on a global scale.
Read more in the Products and Solutions section
on panalpina.com

Hi-tech
Manufacturing
Perishables
Telecom
Read more in the Industries section on panalpina.com

Regions
Panalpina’s business is organized on
a regional basis as well as along product
lines. Each of the four regions is headed
by a regional CEO, and each product
line is led by a “head” of service.
This enables the company to offer its
customers customized solutions specific
to the region in which they operate and
designed to meet their requirements
for speed, reliability and efficiency.
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–18, G4–19

EUROPE

2,339m NFR
4,779

AMERICAS

1,922m NFR
4,763
MEAC

395m NFR
1,604

ASIA PACIFIC

1,199m NFR
3,777
NFR: Net Forwarding Revenue (CHF)

Head office: Basel, Switzerland

Full-time equivalent employees

417 employees

75+
500
15,000
countries

offices worldwide

people worldwide

Panalpina is committed
to deepening its
understanding of how
its value creation process
impacts the environment
and the communities
where it operates.

Material topics
“Materiality” is a term that has historically
been used when discussing issues of
potential financial relevance to a company.
However, in recent years, the understanding
of the word has been broadened and
includes those topics that reflect “the
organization’s significant economic,
environmental and social impacts, or that
substantively influence the assessments
and decisions of stakeholders.”*
The 2015 Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report intends to present
a balanced and concise analysis of its
management of sustainability-related
issues. Issues were deemed material if they
were thought likely to impact the company’s
ability to achieve its strategy, to remain
commercially sustainable and socially
and environmentally responsible. Particular
consideration is given to those issues that
influence stakeholders’ assessments of the
extent to which their needs can be fulfilled
over the long term. Also important are those
factors that specifically impact the countries
and regions in which Panalpina operates.
Panalpina is committed to deepening its
understanding of how its value creation
process impacts the environment and the
communities where it operates. While still
at the early stages, Panalpina has started
a process of engagement with key
stakeholders, including customers and
suppliers, and periodically reviews which
sustainability-related subjects are most
material to its strategy and its stakeholders.

In the economic category, the material
topics are:
• Economic performance
• Market presence
In the ecological arena, the topics
most material to Panalpina and its
stakeholders are:
• Energy
• Emissions
• Impacts of transportation services
In the social category, the topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health and safety
Labor/management relations
Training and education
Fair market practices
Corruption and compliance
Product quality
Supply chain sustainability
Public policy

These 13 topics encompass 22 different
aspects of the G4 framework of the Global
Reporting Initiative that are reported on
in this report.
* G4 Guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative.
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GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–19

HOW SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS RELATE TO OUR STRATEGIC FOCUS

Value
creation
Economic
• Financial resources
• Intellectual resources
• Manufactured resources

Ecological
• Natural resources

Relevant
sustainability topics
Air
Freight

Economic

Ocean
Freight

• Market presence

Logistics

Ecological

Energy
solutions

• Economic performance

• Energy
• Emissions
• Impacts of transportation

Social
• Human resources

Social

• Social resources

• Health and safety
• Labor/management relations

Strategic and
organizational
priorities

• Training and education
• Fair market practices
• Corruption and compliance
• Product quality
• Supply chain sustainability
• Public policy

Value
outflow

Value
inflow

External
factors
• Requirements
of customers
• Growth
economies

Governance and
risk management

• Energy costs
and impacts
• Enhanced
regulatory
requirements
• Globalization

7
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OUR BUSINESS – AN INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVE

Understanding
our impacts
Panalpina operates
within, and as part of,
a highly interconnected,
interdependent network
of social, ecological and
environmental systems that
are dynamic and sensitive
to external influences.

Impacts on stocks of resources
It is imperative that Panalpina takes steps
to understand the impacts that it, or
those working on its behalf, have on the
ecological, biological and chemical systems
that collectively support life on our planet.
Over time, this will allow strategic and
business decisions to be made with the
benefit of this deeper understanding
so that, where technically and economically
reasonable, steps can be taken to reduce
or mitigate those impacts, and thus ensure
the long-term viability of the business.

24%
31%

reduction in paper use since 2013

reduction in water usage since 2013
GHG emissions
Metric tons
per million CHF net forwarding revenue
2015

9.84

2014

8.90

2013
0

9.47
2

4

6

8

10

All organizations utilize or impact the
following stocks of resources in different
ways, in the course of doing business.
According to the guidelines of the
International Integrated Reporting Council
(IIRC), these stocks of resources have value
that is increased, decreased or transformed
through the activities and outputs of the
organization. Understanding how the
organization’s activities impact these
resources, and the interrelationships
between these resources, is a necessary
prerequisite to reducing the impacts on
these stocks and thus maintaining their
value over time.
• Natural – Renewable and non-renewable
resources that provide goods or
services that support the prosperity
of the organization
• Social – The institutions and the
relationships within and between
communities, groups of stakeholders
and other networks, and the ability to
share information to enhance individual
and collective well-being

• Intellectual – Organizational, knowledgebased intangibles, including intellectual
property such as patents, copyrights,
software, rights and licenses, and
“organizational capital” such as
tacit knowledge, systems, procedures
and protocols
• Financial – The pool of funds that is
available to an organization for use in
the production of goods or the provision
of services, and funds obtained through
financing, such as debt, equity or grants,
or generated through operations
or investments
• Manufactured – Manufactured items
that are available to an organization
for use in the production of goods
or the provision of services, including
buildings, equipment and infrastructure
• Human – People’s competencies,
capabilities and experience; motivation to
innovate; alignment with and support for
an organization’s governance framework;
risk management approach; ethical
values; ability to understand, develop
and implement an organization’s strategy;
loyalty and motivation for improving
processes, goods and services; ability
to lead, manage and collaborate
While most companies have yet to
rigorously and quantitatively understand
how their operations impact these
resources in a holistic and integrated
manner, Panalpina is continuing to develop
an understanding of where its impacts are
greatest, including where they positively
and negatively impact the balance of
those resources.

Volunteers at Panalpina Corporate Center organized a run for Open Schools Worldwide
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OUR BUSINESS – AN INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVE CONTINUED

ACTIVITIES AND THEIR IMPACTS

Activities and impacts
Resource

Inputs

Outputs

Net impact

Natural

• Primary and secondary energy utilization
• Material usage
• Services to companies that utilize
natural resources

• Pollution from infrastructure
• Material waste from operations
• Greenhouse gases from primary
and secondary energy usage

Negative

Social

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Positive

Intellectual

• Development of new methodologies
• Implementing management systems
• Deploying advanced IT systems

• Best practices for the sector
• More effective management
• IT innovations and technologies

Positive

Financial

• Conservative fiscal management
• Strategic acquisitions

• Operating profits
• Resources for investment
(internal and external)
• Stability for long-term employment

Positive

Manufactured

• Designing/building new
Panalpina facilities
• Encouraging/adopting state-of-the-art
technologies

• Avoided construction of
customer-owned facilities
• Supporting innovation in mobility
and transportation

Neutral

Human

• Investment in education
and training of employees
• Employee engagement programs
• Code of conduct, compliance
and ethical commitments

• Well-trained workforce
• Employees prepared for modern
technology and innovation
• Awareness of sustainability issues
• Commitments to ethical,
responsible workplace

Positive

Involvement with trade organizations
Engagement with customers
Engagement with vendors
Charitable work

Enhanced profile in the sector
Better customer relationships
More effective risk management
Increased employee engagement

Panalpina’s corporate sustainability
programs and reporting are continuously
evolving to meet the expectations of our
stakeholders and to reflect our increased
understandings of where our impacts
and opportunities are greatest.
Lindsay Zingg
Global Head of Quality, Health, Safety and Environment
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Panalpina commits to
science-based targets
According to the global scientific
community, global mean temperatures
are expected to rise by the end of this
century and exceed the warming levels
that are deemed safe. In an effort
to reverse this trend, Panalpina has
become a member of the Science
Based Targets Initiative.

GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–15
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Taking action to
reduce emissions
Panalpina has joined over 100 companies that have
committed to set rigorous targets for greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions reductions. These reductions will play an important
role in limiting global warming to 2-degrees, the threshold
under which many dangerous outcomes of planetary
warming may be avoided.
Science Based Targets is a joint initiative by the Carbon
Disclosure Project, the UN Global Compact, the World
Resources Institute and World Wildlife Federation, and is
designed to increase corporate ambition towards climate
protection by introducing a new approach to corporate
GHG emissions reduction target-setting.
In committing to the Science Based Target Initiative, Panalpina
agrees to set science-based targets for GHG emissions in 2016,
to actively manage emissions through energy reductions and
stakeholder engagement, and to work with stakeholders to
collaborate on emissions reduction programs.

11
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BUSINESS MODEL

How we
create value
Panalpina creates value for
its customers, shareholders,
employees and society
at large by coordinating
the transport of cargo,
by providing end-to-end
supply chain solutions,
and offering world-class
strategic consulting services
to maximize the efficiency
of value chains.

Creating value for our customers
Panalpina’s value creation process is based
on the ability to enable its customers’ key
processes. With a deep understanding of
its customers’ requirements, Panalpina
creates value throughout its customers’
supply chain in a wide range of industries.
(See value creation model on page 13.)

An asset-light business model
Using an “asset-light” business model –
leasing rather than purchasing aircraft
or warehouses, chartering vessels, and
partnering with transport and logistics
subcontractors – the company coordinates
with suppliers to buy capacity and secure
routes for the movement of goods. This
business model allows Panalpina flexibility
to better service the capacity requirements
and schedules of its customers.
The company’s value creation process
is based on the efficient delivery of these
logistics services to its customers. Such
efficiency allows goods to be delivered
according to exacting schedules, reducing
the need for extra materials or long
storage periods at the customer’s facilities.
If managed properly, such efficiencies
ultimately result in lower costs to the
customer and reduced impacts on
the environment.

Panalpina's majority stake in Airflo,
a flower export company based in
Kenya, will enable producers in that
rapidly developing region of the world
to efficiently deliver their products
to customers in Europe and beyond.
Read more about Panalpina – Airflo here

To manage its complex network of
suppliers, routes and schedules, Panalpina
maintains a sophisticated IT infrastructure
to support forecasting, cost calculation
and simulations as well as a world-class
advanced procurement program. Such an
infrastructure enables Panalpina to closely
monitor route schedules and capacities,
to frequently renegotiate its contracts with
core carriers, and to closely match the
capacity it deploys with demand in the
market at competitive rates. Panalpina’s IT
tools are also used to streamline warehouse
operations, allowing its team of logistics
experts to design a new or redesign an
existing warehouse to optimize capacity
and processes, plan labor needs and
level workloads.

Close relationships with
subcontractors
Panalpina has close business relationships
with leading air, ocean and trucking
carriers to ensure operational excellence
and reliability of its services. It carefully
selects carriers that meet its exacting
performance, price and service quality
requirements, and demonstrate an
understanding of Panalpina’s sustainability
performance objectives. While price and
performance are paramount in a highly
competitive business context, engagement
on material sustainability issues will
be increasingly important for Panalpina
in its business relationships.
Panalpina’s asset-light business model,
however, means that direct control
over the impacts of its services is
often controlled by its vendors, and not
Panalpina itself. Therefore, the company
is committed to working very closely
with key suppliers to ensure that their
services are done in a manner that is
consistent with Panalpina’s business
and sustainability-related goals. As a
starting point, every supplier is screened
for compliance with all applicable rules
and regulations regarding environment,
health, safety, labor and other compliancerelated issues.
Value creation is not limited to those with
a direct financial interest in Panalpina. The
company, through its commercial activities,
enables the efficient and cost-effective
distribution of a wide variety of goods
across the globe. In the past year,
it acquired a majority stake in Airflo,
a company based in Kenya and the
Netherlands specialized in the export
handling of flowers. This will enable
producers in a rapidly developing
region of the world to efficiently deliver
their products to customers in Europe
and beyond. Panalpina also enables
the global distribution of pharmaceuticals
to healthcare providers, and through
its Energy Solutions organization, it
facilitates the development of new
energy resources. Lastly, the company
has provided annual charity flights to aid
and development organizations, providing
critically needed supplies to areas of
the world in dire need of such support.
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BUSINESS MODEL CONTINUED

What we do
CO2 optimization
Supply chain
network design
Advanced analytics

Warranty
management

Inventory forecasting
and optimization

ENAB LE

Diagnostics
and repairs

Managed Solutions
Disposal

Supply chain
performance
management

Supply chain
network design

Local
sourcing and
procurement

Logistics
Manufacturing
Services (LMS)

Panalpina Charter Network
e-commerce

3D printing

Our customers

Distribution
Feeder service
Temperature
control services

Out-of-gauge and
capital projects

FCL / LCL

Transport planning
optimization
and optimi

Offshore
engineering

Semi- knocked
down assembly

Transport engineering

International air and
ocean transportation

By designing tailored,
end-to-end solutions for
our customers, we deliver
sustainable returns for
our shareholders.
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Continued growth
amid uncertainties
Panalpina regularly engages in a riskmapping exercise to uncover strategic,
financial, operational, legal and compliance
risks that could significantly impact the
company’s ability to achieve its business
goals and financial targets. Key risks are
annually reported to the Board of Directors.
After assessing the potential risks identified
through this program, which includes
a consideration of environmental and
other sustainability risks, mitigation plans
are implemented as needed.

However, there were significant challenges
in 2015. The air freight and ocean freight
industries suffered from an abundance
of capacity, which drove down prices
and resulted in consolidation among the
different carriers. The volatility in the sectors
was extreme, with rate swings becoming
significantly faster and steeper. The Energy
Solutions products was sharply affected
by the continued low oil price, which
resulted in the postponement or cancellation
of several large energy projects.

Progress and challenges in 2015

Sustainability management in 2016

Panalpina has made progress in its
strategic focus areas during 2015.
The Energy Solutions segment has been
successfully integrated into the company,
with clear leadership, line responsibilities
and financial performance systems in
place. The company is continuing to
develop its value-added logistics services,
with particular successes to report for the
Logistics Manufacturing Services approach,
which manages assembly, software
upload, return and repair of equipment for
major telecommunications manufacturers.
Panalpina has targeted an expansion
of its fee-based services, for example
customs services, and the results are
promising, with the impacts expected
to manifest themselves through 2016.

While the global landscape presents both
significant challenges and opportunities
in 2016, the approach to managing the
sustainability-related issues of Panalpina
will remain steady and aligned with the
overall corporate strategy. A clear priority
is the management of customer needs
regarding data. Specifically, the company
will continue to leverage its technical
infrastructure to provide customers
with reports on the environmental
impacts resulting from the services
performed on their behalf.

There has been growth in some key
markets, especially consumer, fashion
and retail and technology. The acquisition
of Airflo, with offices in the Netherlands
and Kenya, will strengthen Panalpina’s
presence in the perishables industry, and
the acquisition of Panalpina’s partner in
Egypt, Afifi, with solidify our presence in
this strategic country. New operations have
been established in the growth countries
Myanmar, Kenya and Morocco, while
other operations have been streamlined
to achieve increased efficiency and
reduce costs.

As Panalpina continues to expand its
presence in new locations, either through
organic growth or via acquisition, it will
be very important to integrate these
new locations and operations into the
sustainability management processes
and systems currently in place. It will be
equally important to recognize, consider
and incorporate issues that may be
of local importance to stakeholders
in those locations.
In 2016, Panalpina remains committed to
quantifying its sustainability performance,
both locally and on a corporate-wide
basis, and managing against these
metrics. In addition, the company will
continue to engage proactively with key
stakeholders to ensure that a wide variety
of perspectives and needs are considered
in the development and execution of
its sustainability program.

New operations have been
set up in Yangon, Myanmar

Panalpina has acquired Afifi,
its long-time partner in Egypt

14
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GOVERNANCE

Management
of material issues
Sustainability at Panalpina
is overseen on an operational
and strategic basis by the
Global Head of Quality, Health,
Safety and Environment, who
reports to the company’s
Chief Commercial Officer
and participates in planning
and risk analysis on a
corporate-wide basis.

Board of Directors
Panalpina’s Board of Directors is the
highest governing body and its primary
objective is to protect the long-term
interests of shareholders by consistently
seeking opportunities for growth in
Panalpina’s core business. It is therefore
the responsibility of these eight independent
and nonexecutive Board members to
manage corporate performance and
strategy, capital structure, and market
exposure, as well as the company’s
overall risk profile.
Many sustainability-relevant issues, such
as ethics and compliance, risk management
and compensation, are the responsibility
of individuals or committees on the Board
of Directors. Three such committees exist
under the Board of Directors:

Panalpina’s Board of
Directors engages in
ongoing conversations
with senior management
about sustainability-related
opportunities, priorities
and goals.

• The Audit Committee, which primarily
supports the Board with oversight
of financial statements, audits, and
risk management.
• The Compensation and Nomination
Committee, which monitors the selection
process and proposes compensation
and bonuses for members of the Board,
Executive Board, and other senior
management positions.
• The Ethics and Compliance Committee,
which oversees the company’s Ethics
and Compliance Program. It also
monitors the handling of major legal
matters and the development of
compliance policies and procedures.

15

GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–34

Panalpina’s Board members bring extensive
leadership and broad-based skills and
expertise in areas that are critical to our
business. The makeup of our Board also
reflects an ongoing effort to drive diversity
of thought and experience at the highest
levels of our company in order to better
compete in a global marketplace.
Panalpina’s Board of Directors is
regularly informed about sustainabilityrelated performance and programs, and
it engages in ongoing conversations with
senior management about sustainabilityrelated opportunities, priorities and goals.

Executive Committee
Currently, the remuneration policies for
Panalpina’s senior management team do
not explicitly include sustainability metrics
as criteria for compensation. However,
many issues that are indirectly connected
to sustainability performance, such
as cost savings, profitability, employee
performance and other topics are included
in performance and compensation reviews.
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GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

GROUP MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
+

Executive Board (EB)
Executive Committee (ExCom)

Corporate Audit

Board of Directors

Compliance

Chief Executive Officer

Corporate
Development

Markus Heyer

Daniel Trefzer

Peter Ulber

Rafic Mecattaf

Chief
Operating
Officer

Chief
Commercial
Officer

Chief
Financial
Officer

Chief Human
Resources
Officer

Chief
Legal
Officer

Chief
Information
Officer

Andy Weber

Karl Weyeneth*

Robert Erni

Karsten Breum

Christoph Hess

Ralf Morawietz

Energy Solutions

Air Freight

Europe

Michel Dubois

Lucas Kuehner

Volker Böhringer

Ocean Freight

Americas

Daryl Ridgway

Frank Hercksen

Logistics

Asia Pacific

Mike Wilson

Stefan Karlen
Middle East ⁄Africa ⁄CIS
Peter Triebel

* The Global Head of Quality, Health, Safety and Environment reports to the Chief Commercial Officer
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GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–19, G4–34

The following table is an overview of Panalpina’s approach to managing material issues.

GRI material aspects

Management approach

Economic

• Economic Performance

Strategic overview is provided by the Board of Directors.
Operational aspects delegated to the Executive Board and
the leadership of the individual business units.

Environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsibility for material environmental issues rests with
Panalpina’s Executive Board and the Board of Directors. Executive
leadership for implementing Panalpina’s environmental strategies,
policies, compliance and ISO14001 certified environmental
management system is provided by the Global Head of Quality,
Health, Safety and Environment, who reports directly to the
Chief Commercial Officer.

Labor and
decent work

Energy
Emissions
Occupational Health and Safety
Compliance
Transport
Supplier Environmental Assessment
Supplier Assessment-Labor Practices
Supplier Assessment-Impacts on Society

• Products and Services

Impacts of products and services are determined by customer
requirements, overseen by their Panalpina Key Account Manager
and the Global Head of QHSE.

• Customer Health and Safety

Managed by facility General Managers, supported by the
Global Head of Quality, Health, Safety and Environment,
and the company’s Ethics and Compliance Team.

•
•
•
•
•

All issues related to labor, labor relations, training and education,
compensation and related issues are the ultimate responsibility
of the Chief Human Resources Officer, who reports to the CEO
of the company.

Market Presence
Labor and Management Relations
Training and Education
Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms
Non-discrimination

• Occupational Health and Safety

Managed by local facility and Quality, Health, Safety and
Environment managers, and overseen by the Global Head
of Quality, Health, Safety and Environment.

Human rights

• Non-discrimination

Panalpina supports the principles outlined in the UN Declaration
of Human Rights and is committed to the observance of
fundamental labor and environmental standards.

Society
impacts

•
•
•
•
•

Panalpina has an Ethics and Compliance hotline, where
employees can make reports securely and confidentially 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Ethics, compliance and anticorruption
policies and programs are monitored at the highest level of
Panalpina’s management including the Board of Director’s Ethics
and Compliance Committee.

Product
responsibility

Anti-Corruption
Public Policy
Anti-competitive behavior
Compliance
Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts
on Society

• Public Policy

Panalpina does not contribute to political campaigns. It has taken
positions in industry debates that are consistent with its business
goals, namely concerning issues regarding the transportation and
logistics industry, and regulations regarding security and safety.

• Customer Health and Safety

Managed by the Global Head of Quality, Health, Safety and
the Environment.

• Product and Service Labeling

Responsibility for customer satisfaction resides with the Key
Account Managers, up through the heads of the service areas
that provide the services.
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ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS

Open and ongoing
communications
Panalpina’s key stakeholders
are its customers, employees,
shareholders and the
suppliers of the services that
the company’s “asset light”
business model depends
upon. While engaging with
these groups has always
been central to its business
operations, Panalpina is
committed to broadening
the conversation with these
groups, and others as deemed
appropriate, to include
sustainability-related topics.
Moving forward, a critical element of
Panalpina’s corporate-wide ISO14001
environmental management system
will be the regular and documented
engagement of internal and external
stakeholders regarding the environmental
impacts of the company and the
prioritization of the importance of
these impacts.
The company’s ability to make good
decisions is influenced by the quality
of the information received from its
stakeholders. Therefore, it is imperative
that stakeholders are engaged through
a variety of mechanisms, and in a manner
that allows all parties to communicate
openly and transparently.

Engaging employees
Understanding the needs and expectations
of employees is critical for a company that
operates globally. Panalpina has introduced
an engagement survey in a selected
number of countries; this survey will be
rolled out globally in 2016 across the
organization. This will not be an occasional
event, but rather part of a regular and
ongoing effort to keep an open dialogue
with employees to better understand what

it is like to work at Panalpina and
what their expectations are in terms of
corporate responsibility and sustainabilityrelated issues.
In 2015, Panalpina held its first Global
Sustainable Action Day, in which employees
participated in a variety of activities,
including volunteering for charities,
cleaning up natural areas, and a variety
of educational activities, highlighting
Panalpina’s commitment to environmental
performance and protection.

Engaging customers
Panalpina’s business success is also
clearly dependent on its relationships
with its customers. The management
of customer relationships rests primarily
with the key account managers, who are
responsible for regular business reviews,
and for ensuring that all topics of interest
to the customer are addressed promptly
and completely.
Customers have shown increasing interest
in sustainability issues in the past years. In
2015 alone, several requested quantitative
data regarding the environmental impacts
resulting from the services provided by
Panalpina. Moreover, some customers
are now including sustainability and
environmental topics as key topics in
their tender offer process. In some cases,
Panalpina is required to outline its approach
to sustainability management in order
to be considered as a potential supplier
of services.
In late 2015, Panalpina began a process
of proactively engaging with customers,
outside of any tender offer process,
to better understand what issues are
most important to them with regards
to sustainability management. While
the topics certainly vary by company
and sector, most focus on the energy
and corresponding greenhouse gas
emissions resulting from the transport
of their goods, environmental compliance,
labor relations and practices, and
responsible sourcing.
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Engaging suppliers
Panalpina’s asset-light business model
depends upon strong relationships with
key suppliers to provide services reliably,
efficiently and securely. Panalpina sets
a high bar for its suppliers, expecting
them to comply with a range of quality,
safety, environmental and security
standards. In order to ensure this
level of service, and to identify ways
to collaborate effectively, Panalpina
has a variety of mechanisms in place
to interact with its suppliers.
These mechanisms include regular
business reviews, customer surveys,
and quality, health, safety and
environmental audits and surveys.
Moving forward, Panalpina is committed
to exploring additional areas of common
interest, particularly in the area of
sustainability. In 2016, Panalpina will
be further engaging its key suppliers
through participation in forums such
as the Clean Cargo Working Group.

Engaging communities
Being a good corporate citizen means
not only managing the environmental
impacts from operations, but also engaging
with and supporting communities where
operations are located, and using the
company’s expertise to support people in
need. Panalpina’s Global Sustainable Action
Day was one example of the company
using its resources and expertise to help
improve the environmental conditions in the
communities near its facilities. On a more
global basis, for the last three years,
Panalpina has donated a charter flight to
carry humanitarian equipment and supplies
provided by UNICEF to locations in dire
need of such support. In November 2015,
the Panalpina charter brought muchneeded medical supplies to Burundi,
a country where violence and a shortage
of essential drugs resulted in a major crisis.
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Global Sustainable
Action Day

We dedicated our Sustainable
Action Day to activities like clothing
collections, food donations, charity sport
events, fund-raising and helping out in
distribution centers. We also convinced
our local trucker to participate in this
event and he delivered all donations
on the day free of charge.
Heike von Berg
Regional Head of QHSE, Europe
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Seoul, Korea
Chennai, India
Prague, Czech Republic

Contributing to
our communities
In 2015, Panalpina held Global Sustainable Action Day,
an event dedicated to highlighting Panalpina’s commitment
to environmental stewardship and community engagement
around the world. Following on similar events in previous
years, Panalpina employees engaged in a wide range of
activities, including volunteering for local charities, collecting
food and clothing for people in need, and participating in
cleaning and restoration work in local parks and natural areas.
Around the world, over 500 activities were organized
by the local Panalpina offices.
Read more on pages 32-33

Budapest, Hungary

El Paso, USA
Cabinda, Angola
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OUR PEOPLE

High-performing and
engaged employees
In 2016, Panalpina’s
approach to human
resource management
will focus on fostering a
high-performance culture
centered on the principles
of leadership, execution
and discipline.
Most popular e-learning
completed courses
1

3

2

1. IT Security Awareness 11,404
2. Code of Conduct 2015 10,610
3. Compliance Refresher 8,274

At Panalpina, we believe
continuous improvement
is for everyone, not just for
continuous improvement
specialists.
Nadine Albeck
Global Head of the Lean
training program

Using the foundations and infrastructure
provided by PanLink, the global Human
Resources Information System, and
PanAcademy, Panalpina’s employee training
and development platform, the company
will further develop management systems
and processes in the areas of talent
management, learning and development,
performance management, compensation
and benefits and operational excellence.
Together with the focus on compliance
and ethics that are already a foundation
of Panalpina’s organizational culture, these
efforts will provide the ingredients required
for a high-performing organization.

anywhere and at any time and the materials
and lessons can be accessed after the
course is completed for future reference.
In 2015, some of the most widely accessed
courses in Panalpina’s e-Learning platform
include IT security, Panalpina’s Code of
Conduct, compliance refresher training,
security, office safety, incident handling and
training on Panalpina’s global environment
program, PanGreen.

“Steering Success,” a long-standing
program, has been re-designed and
re-positioned as the flagship leadership
development program of Panalpina,
targeting all people managers in Panalpina.
Mentoring high-potential employees
Panalpina has launched a global mentoring With situational leadership as the generic
program to bring talented and high-potential model, a number of Panalpina relevant
topics such as change management,
employees together with experienced
working in a matrix, and performance
members of the leadership team, in order
management have been added. In 2016,
to nurture their continued development as
the focus will be on deeper penetration of
managers and leaders. This program is
the program across Panalpina in order
being implemented at the global, regional
to create a common language.
and country levels; it involves country level
managers and heads of products, regional
Performance and talent management
heads of functions and products and the
Recognizing top performance is central
top-level Executive Committee members
who act as mentors to promising Panalpina to engaging and motivating employees.
Panalpina’s focus is on creating processes
employees. The mentors and participants
and tools that enable performance
meet on a regular basis to discuss career
differentiation and allows the company
aspirations, define specific areas for each
to recognize and reward top performers.
person to further develop their skills,
As an example of the company’s efforts
and design a roadmap for their career
in this area, Panalpina implemented the
development at Panalpina. Participants
“High-5” program in the Americas to
are nominated by their line managers, and
recognize employees who demonstrate
the Human Resources team manages the
a commitment to Panalpina’s values and
process. In 2015, the 15 employees who
took part in Panalpina’s talent development show passion for service to the company.
program, Navigating our Future, were
assigned a mentor from the Executive
Board or the Executive Committee.
In the European region, 62 employees
participated in the mentoring program and
27 managers were trained to be mentors.

Training and development
In a highly competitive market such as
Panalpina’s, employees need to have skills
and knowledge in a wide range of functions
and products. Panalpina’s sophisticated
e-learning platform allows employees to
acquire these skills easily and efficiently,
on a global platform that ensures a
common level of understanding throughout
the company. Courses can be taken

Focus on talent management has been
strengthened so that all activities have
been linked to one motto – “right person on
the right job”. For example, the nomination
process of the flagship talent development
program, Navigating our Future, has been
directly linked to the succession planning
for the top 150 leadership roles
of Panalpina.
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OUR PEOPLE CONTINUED
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All our activities and processes
are guided by one test: Do they
enable the creation of a truly
high-performing organization?
Karsten Breum
Global Head of Human Resources

Employee engagement
For Panalpina to become a truly highperforming organization, it is very important
to understand how Panalpina employees
view the organization, how this compares
with other companies around the world,
and where Panalpina currently stands in its
journey of establishing a high-performance
business culture. Starting in 2016,
employee engagement surveys (EES)
will be run globally on an annual basis
to measure three main areas: manager
effectiveness, employee engagement,
and organizational effectiveness. Most
importantly, the surveys will tell the
company where its priorities for action
should be and will provide an opportunity
for employees to become involved in
planning and implementing change.
In order to test the approach before the
global survey, an EES was held in late
2015 in six countries, involving almost
10 percent of Panalpina employees.

19%

48%

25%

Employees by gender
Senior Management

Employees by gender
Other employees

Employees by age

1

1

of senior management are female

of other employees are female

employees under age of 30

1
4

3
2

2
3
2

1. Female 147
2. Male 611

Note: Charts are based on employee headcount.

1. Female 6,756
2. Male 7,315
3. Not stated 40

1. Under 30 3,778
2. 30 to 39 5,377
3. 40 to 49 3,478
4. 50 or over 2,236
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QUALITY, HEALTH AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE

Commitment
to performance
The importance of quality,
health and safety performance
was reinforced at Panalpina
in 2015, with the goal of
driving process improvements
and ultimately supporting
operational excellence
for customers. While these
subjects have always been
important for Panalpina, the
commitment of all employees
to these important principles
was reinvigorated.

Health and safety performance
in 2015
For the second year in a row, Panalpina
achieved all global safety targets set to
reduce accidents and improve near miss
reporting. By continuing to improve on
the health and safety foundations built
over previous years, Panalpina increased
awareness on specific safety topics and
engaged management support to further
enhance the culture of safety globally.
The awareness campaigns, preventative
measures and increased reporting have
all contributed to a near 50 percent
reduction in lost work days due to
accidents from 2013 to 2015.

Trainings and certifications
The core of Panalpina’s health and
safety programs is based upon its global
certification according to the standards
of OHSAS18001. Panalpina was the
first logistics company to achieve such
certification globally. In the spring of 2015,
Panalpina underwent a global audit of
its health and safety programs to ensure
ongoing compliance with the processes,
systems and documentation. The audit
found no major non-conformities globally,
and a substantial reduction in the number
of minor issues that required attention.
Corrective action plans were promptly
developed for all non-conformances
that were identified.

In 2015 more than 30
external GDP audits and
inspections were performed
to ensure compliance
with GDP certification.

2,892
health and safety inspections

Another key part of Panalpina’s approach
to health, safety and quality is its focus on
identifying behavioral and systemic safety
issues, and understanding the causes of
the problems that do arise. In 2015, the
country and regional QHSE teams and
managers from other functions participated
in root cause analysis trainings to
strengthen their abilities to recognize,
understand and ultimately prevent problems
before they arise. Panalpina also continued
its long-running program called O.O.P.S.
(Observation of Performance Standard),
which encourages staff to freely report any
concerns or incidents regarding health and
safety or compliance with workplace safety
standards and regulations.
The company also places a strong
emphasis on corrective action/preventive
action (CAPA) trainings. Through defined
training programs and workshops,
Panalpina’s employees can learn and
adopt the methodology in their respective
functions and focus on continual
improvement programs. With dozens of
CAPA trainings and workshops conducted
throughout the world, Panalpina’s quality,
health, safety and environment teams are
equipped to take active steps to design
appropriate and effective corrective actions
that address the underlying root causes
of problems.

HEALTH AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Total 2014

Total 2015

+/-

First-aid incidents

89

54

-35

Medical treatment incidents

49

35

-14

Restricted work cases

11

9

-2

865

706

-159

66

53

-13

0

0

–

Near misses
Lost-time incidents
Fatalities
Subcontractor HSE violations
Inspections

188

172

-16

3,036

2,892

-144
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QUALITY, HEALTH AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE CONTINUED

Two years ago, Panalpina became the
first global logistics company to gain
accreditation for its Lean training program.
In 2015, the training program at Panalpina
was reaccredited, demonstrating the
company’s leadership in the area of
continuous improvement. Already more
than 300 Panalpina employees have been
awarded certification from Cardiff University,
and more than 500 improvement projects
have been initiated around the world.

Health and safety initiatives
A highlight of health and safety
management at Panalpina in 2015 was
Global Safety Week. Corporate-wide, the
organization held workshops, trainings and
awareness-raising events that focused on
various health and safety topics – ranging
from competitions, health and safety
quizzes, and educational activities that
discussed various safety rules including
safe driving. There were also events that
included collaborations with Panalpina
subcontractors. Senior managers and
executives were encouraged to take part
and provide feedback for the activities and
non-HSE staff were engaged to ensure their
awareness of the importance of health and
safety topics to their work.
Regular health and safety programs and
training at Panalpina cover a wide range
of topics that include not only workplace
safety but also employee health and
well-being. These trainings and workshops
are offered on an ongoing basis to
employees, including many that are part
of courses offered through Panalpina’s
e-learning platform.
In 2015, approximately 2,000 employees
took part in online trainings regarding
warehouse and office safety and hundreds
more participated in courses on health and
well-being topics. There were numerous
other health campaigns organized for
Panalpina employees. These included
awareness efforts on breast and prostate
cancer, and regular health exams for
employees.

In Belgium, the Panalpina facility introduced
a new safety principle called “LUEZ”
(Loading, Unloading Exclusion Zones).
Three principles outline this program for
defining exclusion zones for areas where
cargo loading and unloading occurs:
• Segregating forklifts and other equipment
used for loading and unloading from
drivers and pedestrians
• Ultimate responsibility for the area where
loading and unloading is occurring
resides with the forklift operator
• If the forklift operator loses his/her direct
line of sight to the driver and others, then
activity should immediately stop until line
of sight is re-established.
It is programs such as this and others
that have improved health and safety
performance. For example, in 2015 at
Panalpina’s Brazil facility, there was
a 23 percent reduction in operational
incidents. Panalpina Canada saw a
reduction in workplace injuries from
ten in 2014 to three in 2015.

Delivering quality
Panalpina’s success as a business is
strongly dependent on the quality of the
service it provides to its customers, and
2015 saw refocused attention to this issue.
The internal systems and processes it has
deployed to ensure the quality of service
are critically important.
This attention to quality is highlighted by
the establishment of the Regional Asia
Pacific Quality Competence Center (QCC).
The QCC includes the country quality
organizations, operating within the matrix
organization, who will work on four primary
pillars: Incident Handling Analysis and
Reporting, Audits, Continuous Improvement
and Information Management Systems.

A new safety approach in
Belgium defines exclusion
areas for loading and
unloading cargo.

2,000

number of employees who took
part in online trainings in warehouse
and office safety in 2015

50%

reduction in lost work days due
to accidents from 2013 to 2015
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QUALITY, HEALTH AND SAFETY PERFORMANCE CONTINUED

The incident handling pillar in the QCC is
focused on standardizing incident handling
and reporting for each of the APAC
countries. Reported incidents are analyzed
and, where deemed appropriate, followed
by a robust corrective action/preventive
action (CAPA) process. The audit pillar
consists of a program of internal quality,
health, safety and environmental audits
conducted by both internal and external
parties, which is focused on Panalpina’s
operations as well as those of its
subcontractors. A team of professional
auditors conduct over 150 audits per year.
The continuous improvement pillar seeks
to target quality hotspots in Panalpina
operations in the region and design and
implement improvement plans. Lastly,
emphasis is given to the collection
and centralization of data and information
in Panalpina’s Information Management
System to ensure solid record keeping
and well-documented processes.
The emphasis on quality paid dividends
in 2015, as evidenced by the numerous
awards and recognitions given to Panalpina

recognizing the high level of service they
provided to customers. For example, in
Brazil, the company received the coveted
“Best Freight Forwarder” at the Viracopos
airport, in addition to several other awards
in different vertical segments.

program that increases productivity
and reduces errors and reaction times for
corrective actions. Ultimately this system
can be a decisive advantage as it impacts
competitiveness and productivity and in
the long-term, the value of the company.

Quality certifications

This past year, the European region started
preparation for the implementation of a
comprehensive continuous improvement
concept for all products offered in Europe.
Implementation of this system is scheduled
to commence in early 2016. Panalpina
Belgium will seek certification from the
Centre of Excellence for Integrated
Validators (CAIV) against performance
standards for the shipment of
pharmaceutical products. This audit took
place in late 2015, with the results to be
reported in early 2016. Achieving this
certification also involved personnel taking
courses and passing examinations on the
subjects of Temperature-controlled Cargo
Operations and Risk, Quality and Audit of
Temperature-controlled Cargo.

Panalpina has achieved global certification
according to the ISO 9001 and 14001
frameworks (Quality and Environmental
Management Systems respectively) and
global certification according to the OSHAS
18001 health and safety management. In
addition to these certifications, Panalpina
also utilizes a variety of other qualityfocused methodologies including 5S,
QRQC (Quick Response Quality Control),
Lean training and the Six Sigma
methodology in its facilities worldwide.
The company has implemented corporatewide the Logistics Excellence Program
(LogEx) as an essential part of the
corporate philosophy and strategy for
quality performance. LogEx is an internal
corporate continuous improvement

For the second year in a row,
Panalpina achieved all global
safety targets set to reduce
accidents and improve
near-miss reporting.
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Good Distribution Practice
Good Distribution Practice (GDP) ensures
that the quality of the pharmaceutical
product is maintained throughout the
storage and distribution network and
consequently protects the health of the
patient. This rigorous set of standards
requires extensive training for personnel
involved in the handling of shipments
containing pharmaceutical materials.
In 2015, Panalpina continued its
commitment to GDP compliance and
signed an agreement with Concept
Heidelberg Institute to develop an
e-learning training on the subject. This
module provides training to personnel
involved in GDP operations worldwide,
and during the year more than 1,500
Panalpina employees were properly
trained and certified using this module.

In 2015, Panalpina’s country
and regional QHSE teams
participated in root cause
analysis trainings to strengthen
their abilities to recognize,
understand and ultimately
prevent health and safety
problems before they arise.

GDP Certification for Pharmaceuticals is
recognized by independent certification
agencies, and demonstrates that the
company meets the required standards for
maintaining product quality and has proper
safety procedures during distribution from
manufacturer until final destination. In 2015,
all of Panalpina’s GDP certified facilities
successfully renewed their certifications.
In addition, the business units in Barcelona
and Roissy (Paris) in Europe successfully
attained GDP certification for the first time.

Audits and verifications
In 2015, more than 30 GDP external audits
and inspections were performed to ensure
that not only was Panalpina complying
with the requirements of GDP certification,
but that all specific requirements of
Panalpina’s customers were also being
met. Fifty GDP audits were also performed
on Panalpina’s critical subcontractors to
ensure their ongoing compliance with the
required standards.

In addition to the external audits, GDP
certification requires that critical computer
systems are validated regularly to ensure
continuity of operations and system
security. A strategy to validate GDP critical
computer systems has been defined and
validation will start early in 2016.

Leadership for GDP compliance
As part of the supply chain of
pharmaceutical products and on behalf
of its customers Panalpina must be in
compliance with the GDP guidelines
worldwide. To bolster the leadership
and oversight in this critical function, this
year the company created and filled the
position of Corporate Healthcare Quality
Assurance & Regulatory Manager, to
provide guidance on GDP compliance
and meet the exacting standards required
by Panalpina’s customers.
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SECURITY

End-to-end
visibility
Transporting goods securely throughout the supply chain has
made Panalpina a trusted partner to many of the world’s largest
manufacturers and shippers.

A trusted partner
Panalpina’s experienced security team
works closely with its customers to
understand the challenges of their complex
global supply chains from end-to-end. By
doing so, Panalpina can identify potential
risks and develop innovative and adaptable
solutions that address each customer’s
unique security requirements.
In 2015, Panalpina continued to expand
its global outreach by communicating the
added value its security solutions provide
to customers. These communications
included a newly released brochure
on Cargo Security solutions, as well
as expanded interactions with new
and existing accounts.

A solid platform
The Panalpina security team has extensive
experience and unique skillsets that form
a solid platform to provide exceptional
security solutions. With experience in
government, logistics, law enforcement,
military sectors and other industries,
the security team possesses the diverse
experience that is helpful in today’s
rapidly changing security landscape.

Expanded security solutions

© SeaLock Security Systems, Inc.

Panalpina’s security team identifies
known and potential risks and develops
the most appropriate solutions to
address each customer’s unique
security requirements.
Kevin Johnson
Corporate Head of Security

In 2015, Panalpina devised additional
security solutions and options for its
customers to select from across various
regions and countries. This ‘options’
package is a menu of solutions that allows
customers to select enhanced programs.
Panalpina security works in partnership
with customers to determine securitybased geographic risk.
Panalpina is committed to safeguarding
customer assets and preventing problems
before they occur. Its programmed risk
assessment process helps identify areas
for improvement. This comprehensive
review provides a robust security approach
that draws on Panalpina’s internal loss
prevention initiatives and security protocols,
international government requirements,
industry practices and field intelligence.
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Managing emissions
from transport

Panalpina provides customers
with on-demand reports of
the greenhouse gas emissions
associated with the shipments
of their products around
the world.
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On-demand GHG reporting
Using state-of-the-art calculation methodologies, Panalpina
compiles data from its enterprise data warehouse, and using
the EcoTransIT platform, calculates the emissions associated
with individual shipments as a function of route and mode
of transport.

The system calculates emissions based on:
Distance
Weight
Transport mode
Type of vessel or aircraft
Distances are calculated using comprehensive GIS
(Geographic Information System) data that includes
up-to-date road networks and the geographic
coordinates of over 100,000 airports and ports.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Managing
environmental impacts
Environmental impacts are managed under the framework
of Panalpina’s ISO14001 certified global environmental
management system. This extensive and comprehensive
management system provides management and employees
with clear procedures, guidelines and requirements for
documentation regarding a variety of environmental
performance and compliance issues. Preparations are
under way to seek global certification in 2016 according
to the latest ISO14001:2015 standards.

Impacts from operations
Panalpina’s environmental impact is
primarily attributable to the transport of
customers’ products around the world on
the ships, planes and trucks operated by
its subcontractors. Regardless of the origin
of the impacts, Panalpina’s customers
increasingly expect that their logistics
providers are actively engaged in efforts
to reduce their environmental footprint.
Therefore, it is imperative that Panalpina not
only seeks to reduce the impacts from its
own, directly controlled operations, but that
it also engages in a robust dialogue with its
vendors to identify all practical opportunities
to minimize those impacts.

Tracking impacts
Twice yearly, Panalpina collects a
variety of key performance indicators
regarding environmental impacts from
all facilities globally. These metrics
include information regarding:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper consumption
Electricity consumption
Heating
Fuel consumption
Water consumption
Business travel, primarily flights

These metrics are collected using an
online, cloud-based data platform, and
are analyzed for trends and opportunities
to reduce impacts wherever possible.

Panalpina is currently working towards implementing
the latest 2015 version of the ISO14001 Environmental
Management System.

In 2015, Panalpina continued to reduce
its overall environmental footprint in almost
every category measured. Electricity
consumption decreased 5 percent from
255 terajoules in 2014 to 241 terajoules
in 2015. Direct energy used for heating
decreased slightly while the usage of district
heating increased from 2014 figures to
11 terajoules. Energy usage by Panalpinaowned vehicles decreased by 15 percent
to 144 terajoules. Overall CO2 emissions
decreased by 4 percent from 2014 levels
to 57,608 metric tons, with most of the
reduction attributable to the reduction in
vehicular fuel usage. Scope 2 emissions
from indirect energy usage and Scope
3 emissions from business travel were
essentially level. In 2015, there were
3.7 tons of CO2 equivalent emissions
per full-time equivalent employee.
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Energy balance by energy category
Terajoule

224
17
Electricity
11
91
Heating
142
1.4
Owned vehicles
0
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Indirect energy
Indirect renewable energy
Direct energy
Direct renewable energy
CO2 emission by scope and activity
Tonnes of CO2 equivalent

32,322
0
Electricity
5,238
1,452
Heating
10,342
0
Owned vehicles
0
8,255
Business flights
0

6,500

13,000

19,500

Direct CO2 emission
Indirect CO2 emission

26,000

32,500

Paper usage decreased by 16 percent
due to Panalpina’s increasing reliance on
paperless processes as well as behavioral
change on the part of employees, and
water usage decreased 11 percent to
289,000 cubic meters.
In this report, the emissions per ton-km of
freight transported is being reported for
the first time. This metric, which represents
the overall GHG efficiency of the freight
transport process, increased between 2014
and 2015, from 0.041 kg CO2e/ton-km to
0.047 kg CO2e/ton-km. This is due primarily
to the increased proportion of less GHG
efficient air freight as a percentage of the
total weight and distance transported in
2015 compared to 2014, and was driven
by customer demand and external market
factors outside of Panalpina’s control.
Panalpina will continue to work with
customers to identify opportunities to
shift cargo transport to more efficient
ocean freight service where it makes
business sense for all parties involved.
In 2015, several initiatives were launched
to reduce the energy and environmental
impacts from Panalpina’s operations.
Some were simple in concept but
nonetheless an important part of instilling
a culture of conservation and awareness
among Panalpina’s employees. For
example, in Ghana, a campaign titled
“Dumsor: Do Your Bit” was introduced.
“Dumsor” is a term in the local language
which refers to switching things off to
reduce energy consumption. This campaign
utilized Panalpina’s behavioral change kit, a
collection of educational materials to reduce
energy consumption in Panalpina’s facilities.
In Panalpina’s Iraq facility, attention was
given to simple, yet highly impactful items
such as installing energy efficient lighting,
replacing dripping faucets in the toilets,
replacing water heaters with more energy
efficient models, and planting trees and
bushes in front of offices.
Reducing paper consumption was the
target of campaigns in multiple Panalpina
offices. Inspired by Panalpina’s shift to
paperless shipping records, many offices
were able to reduce their per capita paper
consumption. In Poland, a program to
maximize the loading of trucks destined for
Russia was implemented. By introducing

additional load analysis and optimization
steps into the planning process, the team
was able to load the trucks more efficiently
and increase utilization of the vehicles by
13 percent, resulting in saving the load
capacity of 235 trucks, increasing
calculated profits for this route by over
650,000 euros and decreasing fuel
consumption on this route by over 200,000
liters. In Brazil, Panalpina vehicles are only
allowed to use ethanol, a fuel generated
from renewable resources, that emits 89
percent less greenhouse gases compared
to gasoline.
In 2015, Panalpina continued to provide
on-demand reporting to customers
regarding the environmental impacts
of the services they provided. Using the
EcoTransIT platform, integrated into
Panalpina’s enterprise IT systems, key
account managers and Panalpina’s QHSE
team are able to quickly and efficiently
generate detailed reports of the energy
and greenhouse emissions associated
with shipment services across multiple
modes of transportation and trade lanes.

Recognitions for accomplishments
Panalpina annually reports its energy and
greenhouse gas performance and policies
to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).
Year over year, the company has shown
improvements in the scores that it receives.
In 2015, Panalpina received its highest
Carbon Disclosure Project supply chain
program score to date, 94 points out of
100 – significantly higher than the sector
average score of 60 points – demonstrating
the extent to which climate change is
integrated into the company’s business
strategy, its overall performance in
greenhouse emissions and emission
reductions, and its reporting methodology.
In spring 2015, at the Lufthansa Cargo
Conference, Panalpina was awarded
second place in the “Customer Care
for Climate Change” category. Because
of Panalpina’s internal initiatives
for managing energy use and greenhouse
gas emissions, as well as the employee
engagement demonstrated in the
Global Sustainable Action Day, Lufthansa
recognized Panalpina as a leader among
12 major cargo carriers for its commitment
to environmental performance.
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A commitment to future performance
During the UN Climate Talks in Paris held in
December 2015, it was announced that
Panalpina was one of 114 international
companies and the only logistics company
so far to commit to set science-based
emissions reduction targets as part of a
global effort to mitigate climate change.
These targets will be consistent with what
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) says is necessary to keep
global warming below 2 degrees centigrade,
a potentially dangerous threshold.
According to the IPCC, global greenhouse
gas emissions must be cut by up to 70
percent by 2050 in order to limit global
warming to this 2-degree threshold and avert
irreversible climate change. The ScienceBased Targets initiative, a joint effort of CDP,
the United Nations Global Compact, World
Resources Institute and the World Wildlife
Fund, only approves corporate targets that
meet its strict criteria. The targets must
cover a minimum of five years and
companies are encouraged to develop
long-term goals as well. Panalpina will
establish its science-based emissions
targets in the first half of 2016.

Global Sustainable Action Day
In 2015, Panalpina renamed its Global
Environment Day to Global Sustainable
Action Day, to reflect the breadth of
activities undertaken by Panalpina
employees. This corporate-wide event was
a celebration of Panalpina’s commitments
to protecting the environment and serving
the communities where it operates.
Around the world, over 500 activities were
organized by the local Panalpina offices.
The activities were planned with local
environmental or community needs in mind,
and consisted of a wide range of charitable,
volunteer and educational programs.
Many offices organized donations to
support local community organizations and
charities. In Argentina, the Panalpina team
organized the donation of computer and
electronic equipment to a local school.
In Canada, used clothing was collected
and provided to local charities and

organizations that support families in need.
The Panalpina organization in Germany
collected clothing to be donated to local
refugee families, part of the large influx of
people fleeing violence from the Middle
East and other regions. The Panalpina US
team organized a contest among all of the
local offices for the best program for Global
Sustainable Action Day. The winning office,
Dallas, organized a food drive, collecting
food for a local organization that supports
needy families in their community.
In China, the teams made donations to
a local school, including art and drawing
supplies, and sports goods such as
basketball, football, badminton and other
athletic equipment. Several other Panalpina
offices collected old cell phones with the
goal of recycling the minerals contained
within to avoid the need to continue
mining these minerals from the habitats of
endangered animals in sub-Saharan Africa.
Panalpina teams also volunteered hundreds
of hours to environmental, educational and
humanitarian organizations around the
world. In Brazil, Panalpina staff bought and
delivered Christmas gifts to children who
otherwise would not have received any. In
Chile, employees visited the San Joaquin
de Renca School, where they worked with
students to make wallets and other items
out of recyclable and reusable materials
such as old milk containers, tires, plastic
bottles and bottle caps. In India, employees
worked with underprivileged children,
spending time with mentally and physically
challenged children and working with young
girls in a local orphanage.
In the Philippines, the Panalpina Cebu
office is located on the island of Lapu-lapu.
Panalpina employees partnered with
CENRO (City Environment and Natural
Resources Office) to strengthen the
mangrove in the coastal area and help
provide natural protection against typhoons.
The Panalpina team in Mexico volunteered
at the “Alimento para Todos” food bank,
selecting and packing more than 12 tons
of food in one day to be donated to various
charity organizations.

I feel honored to be a part
of the recently conducted
sustainable action day. From
the feeding program to the
games and the distribution
of goods and supplies, I can
say we did a great job. The
joy that I felt after hearing
the sincere appreciation of
the people is truly priceless.
Through this activity, we
have proven that Panalpina
is more than just a company
because we change and
touch lives.
Jizelle Liwag
Panalpina, Philippines
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Activities*

Performance indicator

UNIT

2014

2015

Energy and CO2
Electricity

Consumption

Terajoule

255

241

Heating

Overall consumption

Terajoule

104

103

District heating

District heat

Terajoule

10

11

Vehicle fuel

Consumption (Panalpina-owned and leased vehicles only)

Terajoule

168

144

CO2 emissions†

Total emissions

Tons

59,725

57,608

– Direct (Scope 1)

Tons

17,566

15,579

– Indirect (Scope 2)

Tons

33,836

33,774

– Indirect (Scope 3, business air travel)

Tons

8,323

8,255

Tons / FTE

3.7

3.7

kg CO2e/ton-km

0.041

0.047

Relative emissions per FTE‡
Emissions per ton-km freight transported
Materials
Paper

Consumption

Tons

990

829

Water

Consumption

m /1000

326

289

3

* For each indicator, data accuracy from many contributing countries was improved compared to the previous year. Several data gaps could be closed.
†

CO2 emissions were calculated according to guidelines of the Greenhouse Gas Protocol. Emission factors for direct emissions were taken from IPCC, 2006.
Emission factors for indirect emissions were taken from the International Energy Agency (IEA) and from the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA).

‡

Calculated using 2015 average headcount.

Educational activities were also a major
part of Panalpina’s Global Sustainable
Action Day. In Ghana, employees organized
and conducted an environmental quiz to
help their colleagues understand how their
actions impact the environment. In Poland,
representatives of a local food bank met
with Panalpina employees to discuss ways
in which food waste can be prevented.
In Germany, the operator of the Frankfurt
Airport, Fraport, gave a presentation
regarding how animals can play an
important role in environmental education
by sensitizing people to the importance
of environmental protection.
In Switzerland, Panalpina employees
participated in an event for the Theodora
Foundation; staff sold teddy bears and
home-baked muffins in order to raise
money for the foundation, which supports
ill children and their families by visiting
children’s’ hospitals in costumes in order
to bring some moments of joy to them in
difficult times.

Volunteers at the “Alimento para Todos” food bank in Mexico, selecting and packing
more than 12 tons of food in one day to be donated to various charity organizations.
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GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–9

Financial
performance
In Million CHF

Forwarding services
Change in %
Net forwarding revenue

34

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

7,129

8,172

8,175

8,066

7,926

(12.77)

(0.03)

1.35

1.78

(8.64)

5,855

6,707

6,758

6,617

6,500

Change in %

(12.70)

(0.75)

2.13

1.81

(9.27)

Gross profit

1,474

1,586

1,561

1,465

1,477

Change in %

(7.07)

1.60

6.55

(0.81)

(0.21)

in % of net revenue

25.17

23.65

23.10

22.14

22.72

Profit

88.2

86.5

11.7

(71.8)

127.4

Change in %

1.97

639.50

(116.30)

(156.37)

(590.06)

in % of gross profit

5.99

5.46

0.75

(4.90)

8.63

168.3

174.0

119.8

34.2

212.1

Change in %

(3.26)

45.26

250.29

(83.87)

240.09

in % of gross profit

11.42

10.97

7.67

2.33

14.36

EBITA

140.5

142.1

85.5

3.1

183.6

Change in %

(1.12)

66.15

2,658.06

(98.33)

682.11

9.53

8.96

5.48

0.21

12.43

EBITDA

in % of gross profit
EBIT
Change in %
in % of gross profit

117.2

116.7

48.0

(39.6)

174.2

0.44

143.19

(221.21)

(122.74)

1,033.97

7.95

7.36

3.07

(2.70)

11.79

Cash generated from operations

187.4

152.9

73.8

(39.6)

229.1

Change in %

22.54

107.19

(286.36)

(117.27)

204.35

in % of gross profit

12.71

9.64

4.73

(2.69)

15.51

Net cash from operating activities

151.7

123.0

42.5

(71.5)

193.5

Change in %

23.27

189.48

(159.44)

(136.92)

422.45
13.10

in % of gross profit

10.29

7.76

2.72

(4.88)

Free cash flow

142.8

87.0

(5.5)

(81.9)

41.9

Change in %

64.08

(1,681.84)

(93.28)

(295.43)

570.94

in % of gross profit
Net working capital
Change in %

9.69

5.49

(0.35)

(5.59)

2.84

128.4

191.3

174.6

134.0

85.2

(32.88)

9.59

30.29

57.28

(40.42)
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–9

In Million CHF

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Capital expenditure on tangible and intangible assets

16.5

48.1

49.8

84.2

51.2

(65.65)

(3.49)

(40.86)

64.45

27.87

1.12

3.03

3.19

5.75

3.47

6.4

45.1

48.5

83.9

108.7
281.81

Change in %
in % of gross profit
Net capital expenditure on tangible and intangible assets
Change in %

(85.87)

(6.96)

(42.19)

(22.79)

in % of gross profit

0.43

2.84

3.11

5.73

7.36

Depreciation and amortization (incl. impairment losses)

51.1

57.3

71.9

73.9

37.9

(10.81)

(20.27)

(2.71)

94.99

(19.37)

Change in %
in % of gross profit

3.47

3.61

4.61

5.04

2.57

896.2

976.9

960.0

957.2

892.4

14,774

15,639

16,010

15,224

15,051

651

682

754

759

775

15,340

16,180

15,925

15,782

15,286

381,714

414,521

424,364

419,272

425,226

Gross profit per average FTE

96,078

98,018

98,022

92,826

96,624

Personnel expenses per average FTE

58,423

60,372

60,283

60,650

58,380

60.81

61.59

61.50

65.34

60.42

1.68

1.66

1.78

1.65

1.31

(390)

(363)

(332)

(390)

(562)

Personnel expenses
Personnel
Number of employees (headcount) at year-end (world)
Number of employees (headcount) at year-end (Switzerland)
Yearly average full time equivalents (FTE) (world)
Productivity ratios (CHF)
Net sales per average FTE

Personnel cost in % of gross profit
Leverage (liabilities / equity)
Net interest-bearing liabilities
Gross gearing (interest-bearing liabilities / equity)

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.01

Net gearing (net interest-bearing liabilities / equity)

(0.61)

(0.50)

(0.48)

(0.53)

(0.61)

ROCE (EBIT less tax / capital employed) in %

28.20

24.01

6.71

(19.42)

42.32

Current cash debt coverage ratio
(net operating cash flow / average current liability)

0.15

0.11

0.04

(0.07)

0.19

Cash debt coverage ratio (net operating cash flow / average total liability)

0.13

0.10

0.03

(0.06)

0.16

Return on equity in %

13.0

12.2

1.6

(8.7)

14.8

Change in %

6.56

662.50

(118.39)

(158.78)

(577.40)
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–18, G4–24, G4–25

Our
disclosures
This 2015 Corporate
Sustainability Report
describes our approach to
sustainability and corporate
responsibility. It describes
actions and the resulting
outcomes from 2015 that
we consider to be material
to our global business and
the impacts we have on
our key stakeholders,
the communities where
we operate, and on
the environment.

In its third yearly flight for
UNICEF, Panalpina chartered
and donated a flight with
medical care goods and
hospital equipment for
Bujumbura, Burundi.

Scope

The scope of this report is based
on an assessment of material issues,
using feedback from internal and external
stakeholders and a comprehensive
materiality workshop, led by an external
expert, where we identified the relevancy
and boundaries of the entire range of
aspects in the G4 framework. The
coverage of indicators categorized under
those aspects deemed relevant were
reported to the fullest extent possible
as data availability allowed. From this
process, we identified 22 material aspects,
which formed the basis for the content
for this report.

Stakeholder engagement

In all cases, data relates to the 2015
calendar year unless otherwise stated. We
published our latest Corporate Sustainability
Report in the Spring of 2015, covering the
2014 calendar year. This report contains no
restatements of data from previous reports
and the boundaries for the report have not
changed from previous years.
As we developed this report, we
considered, and engaged with where
possible, the following stakeholders:
shareholders, customers, employees,
business partners, the environment, and
the communities where we have significant
operations. Key stakeholders are selected
based upon their ability to significantly
impact Panalpina’s economic, ecological,
and social performance, and where
Panalpina’s economic, ecological,
and social performance significantly
impacts stakeholders.
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Employees were engaged as part of
the report preparation process, namely
during the materiality assessment workshop
and interviews where key individuals
representing a broad range of functions
at the company participated in identifying
relevant topics for the report. We also
engaged with employees in the production
process for this report, to provide key
stories, data and other information relevant
to Panalpina’s sustainability performance
in 2015.

Engagement mechanics

Panalpina engages with its stakeholders
through the following mechanisms
and frequencies:
• Shareholders: shareholder and
annual meetings
• Customers: regular customer
satisfaction and feedback surveys
• Employees: employee engagement
surveys conducted regularly
• Business partners: cooperative
partnerships with suppliers, including
regular audits to ensure compliance with
Panalpina’s policies and applicable laws
• The environment: risk assessments
• Neighbors of all company sites:
communications with local Panalpina
management teams

Feedback

This report was prepared in accordance
with the “Core” option of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 Guidelines, and
in accordance with the principles advised
by the GRI G4 Guidelines for defining report
content. This report and the data contained
herein have not been externally verified.
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GRI G4
Content Index
Achieving sustainable success in the
current market environment requires a clear,
strategic focus, efficient and well-managed
processes, and trust-based partnerships
with all stakeholder groups that influence
the company’s success. To this end,
Panalpina is committed to responsible
strategies and open dialogue with all its
stakeholders, including shareholders,
customers, staff, business partners, public

authorities, neighbors, and other parties.
In order to inform shareholders, customers,
employees, and other stakeholders on
the progress in this arena in a transparent
manner, the Group has prepared this
stand-alone corporate sustainability report,
in accordance with the “Core” option of
the GRI G4 Guidelines. The main goal
of the GRI is to create a framework for
systematic, transparent, and comparable

sustainability reporting for corporations
(see www.globalreporting.org). The detailed
content table below shows the location of
General Standard and Specific Disclosures
within the report. The indicators reported
on are discussed to the extent that data
were available.

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

General Standard Disclosures

Location in 2015
Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report Comments and additional information

External
Assurance

G4-1

Statement from the most
senior decision-maker of
the organization (e.g., CEO,
chair, or equivalent senior
position) about the relevance
of sustainability to the
organization and its strategy,

Page 4

No

G4-3

Name of the organization.

Page 5

G4-4

Primary brands, products,
and/or services.

Page 5

Core products of Air Freight, Ocean Freight, Logistics and
Energy Solutions to deliver customized solutions for clients
across the globe

No

G4-5

Location of organization’s
headquarters.

Back cover

Panalpina World Transport (Holding) Ltd.
Viaduktstrasse 42 / P.O. Box
CH – 4002 Basel / Switzerland

No

G4-6

Number of countries where the Page 5
organization operates.

Approximately 75 countries

No

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal
form.

Page 5

Panalpina World Transport (Holding) Ltd. (PWT) is the holding
company of the Panalpina Group.

No

G4-8

Markets served.

Page 5

No

PWT shares are exclusively listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange.

G4-9

Scale of the reporting
Pages 5, 34
organization, including number
of employees, net sales, total
capitalization, and quantity of
products or services provided.

The geographic breakout of where Panalpina operates is in
four main regions: the Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe, and
Middle East, Africa and CIS. Primary industries served are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automotive
Chemicals
Consumer and Retail
Energy
Fashion
Government and Defense
Healthcare
Hi-tech
Manufacturing
Perishables
Telecom

•
•
•
•

Approximately 15,000 employees
Approximately 500 facilities
Approximately 75 countries
7.129 billion CHF

No

No
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–11, G4–12, G4–13,
G4–14, G4–15, G4–16,
G4–17

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES CONTINUED

General Standard Disclosures

Location in 2015
Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report Comments and additional information

External
Assurance

G4-10

Total workforce by gender,
Page 22
employment type, employment
contract, supervised workers,
and region in addition to
description of workforce
not considered employees
or supervised workers,
and significant variations
in employment numbers.

• ~15,000 employees
• ~53% male, 47% female

No

G4-11

Percentage of employees
covered by collective
bargaining agreements.

Page 38

~25% of employees are covered by collective
bargaining agreements

No

G4-12

Description of supply chain.

Page 38

Panalpina’s supply chain consists of upstream suppliers
who primarily provide packaging materials, technical
equipment, and freight carriers (planes and ships).

No

G4-13

Significant changes during the
reporting period regarding the
organization’s size, structure,
ownership, or its supply chain.

Page 38

No significant changes.

No

G4-14

Page 38
Explanation of whether
and how the precautionary
approach or principle is
addressed by the organization.

The precautionary principle does not explicitly guide decisions
made by Panalpina.

No

G4-15

Externally developed
economic, environmental,
and social charters, principles,
or other initiatives to which
the organization subscribes
or endorses.

The company supports the principles outlined in the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and observes fundamental labor
and environmental standards. These basic values are included
in Panalpina’s Code of Conduct, which is used to guide
employees in adhering to high levels of performance, integrity
and professionalism.

No

G4-16

Memberships in associations
Page 38
(such as industry associations)
and/or national/international
advocacy organizations.

IATA: International Air Transport Association

No

Pages 10, 11, 38

FIATA: «Fédération Internationale des Associations de
Transitaires et Assimilés» or « International Federation
of Freight Forwarders Associations»
TIACA: The International Air Cargo Association
C2K: Cargo 2000 (C2K) is an industry group with the mission
to create and implement the quality standard and management
system for the worldwide air cargo industry.

G4-17

Entities included in the
organization’s consolidated
financial statements or
equivalent documents and
whether entities listed in such
documents are not covered
by the report.

Page 38

Panalpina Group is the only listed entity included within the scope
of consolidated financial statements and no entities are excluded
from such reports.

No
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GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–18
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General Standard Disclosures

Location in 2015
Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report Comments and additional information

External
Assurance

G4-18

Pages 6, 36, 39

No

Process for defining the
report content and the
Aspect Boundaries and how
the organization has applied
the ‘Guidance on Defining
Report Content’ and the
associated Principles.

A comprehensive materiality workshop was led by
an external expert to identify the relative relevancy
and boundary of G4 Aspects. The coverage of Indicators
categorized under those Aspects deemed relevant
were reported to the fullest extent possible as data
availability allowed.
Key criteria for the inclusion of various GRI items is,
first, their relevance to Panalpina’s business impact
and its stakeholders – and second, the availability
of corresponding data.
Reporting of included indicators complies with
the GRI guidelines as much as data availability
allows. Stakeholders expected to use this report
include customers, employees, shareholders and
trade associations.
This information is validated and updated regularly
to ensure accuracy.

G4-19

Material Aspects identified
in the process for defining
report content.

Pages 6, 7, 17

The GRI Aspects deemed material for this report are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic Performance
Market Presence
Energy
Emissions
Products and Services
Compliance
Transport
Supplier Environmental Assessment
Labor/ Management Relations
Occupational Health and Safety
Training and Education
Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices
Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms
Non-Discrimination
Anti-Corruption
Public Policy
Anti-Competitive Behavior
Compliance
Supplier Assessments for Impacts on Society
Grievance mechanisms for Impacts on Society
Customer Health and Safety
Product Service Labeling

No
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–20, G4–21

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES CONTINUED

General Standard Disclosures

Location in 2015
Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report Comments and additional information

External
Assurance

G4-20

Report Boundary for each
material Aspect including
limitations and list of entities
for which the Aspects are/
are not material.

Page 40

No

Materiality of Aspects
outside the organization,
entities for which Aspects
are material outside the
organization and limitations.

Page 40

G4-21

The boundaries of the material Aspects are:
• Economic Performance – relevant within Panalpina
• Market Presence – relevant within Panalpina but more relevant
for Africa, Asia, Brazil than for other markets
• Energy – relevant within Panalpina
• Emissions – not particularly relevant within Panalpina
• Products and Services – relevant within Panalpina
• Compliance – relevant within Panalpina
• Transport – relevant within Panalpina
• Supplier Environmental Assessment – relevant within Panalpina
• Labor/ Management Relations – relevant within Panalpina
but depends on region, highly important in Germany, Sweden,
Holland, etc.
• Occupational Health and Safety – relevant within Panalpina
• Training and Education – relevant within Panalpina
• Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices – relevant within Panalpina
• Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms – relevant within Panalpina
and particularly in North America and some parts of Europe
• Non-Discrimination – relevant within Panalpina
• Anti-Corruption – relevant within Panalpina
• Public Policy – relevant within Panalpina
• Anti-Competitive Behavior – relevant within Panalpina
• Compliance – relevant within Panalpina
• Supplier Assessments for Impacts on Society – not particularly
relevant within Panalpina
• Grievance mechanisms for Impacts on Society – relevant
within Panalpina
• Customer Health and Safety – relevant within Panalpina
• Product and Service Labeling – relevant within Panalpina
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic Performance – relevant outside Panalpina
Market Presence – relevant outside Panalpina
Emissions – relevant outside Panalpina (customers and regulators)
Products and Services – relevant outside Panalpina
Compliance – relevant outside Panalpina
Transport – relevant outside Panalpina
Supplier Environmental Assessment – relevant outside Panalpina
Labor/ Management Relations – not particularly relevant
outside Panalpina
Occupational Health and Safety – relevant outside Panalpina
Training and Education – not particularly relevant outside Panalpina
Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices – relevant
outside Panalpina
Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms – relevant
outside Panalpina
Non-Discrimination – not particularly relevant outside Panalpina
Anti-Corruption – relevant outside Panalpina
Public Policy – relevant outside Panalpina
Anti-Competitive Behavior – relevant outside Panalpina
Compliance – relevant outside Panalpina
Supplier Assessments for Impacts on Society – relevant
outside Panalpina
Grievance mechanisms for Impacts on Society – relevant
outside Panalpina
Customer Health and Safety – relevant outside Panalpina
Product and Service Labeling – relevant outside Panalpina

No
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–22, G4–23, G4–24,
G4–25, G4–26, G4–27,
G4–28, G4–29, G4–30

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES CONTINUED

General Standard Disclosures

Location in 2015
Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report Comments and additional information

G4-22

Explanation of the effect
of any restatements of
information provided in earlier
reports, and the reasons
for such restatement.

Page 41

There are no significant restatements with relevance to GRI
No
reporting. There has been a minor update to the reported
electricity consumption from 2014. Instead of decreasing slightly
as compared to 2013 figures, the corrected data showed a slight
increase in electricity consumption. This correction is attributable to
improved data collection procedures and thus more complete data.

G4-23

Significant changes from
previous reporting periods
in the Scope and
Aspect Boundaries.

Page 41

Unless explicitly noted otherwise, in the year under review there
were no major changes in the scope, boundary, or measurement
methods applied in the report.

No

G4-24

Stakeholder groups engaged
by the organization.

Pages 18, 36, 41

Main stakeholders are shareholders, customers, regulators,
employees, business partners, and the neighbors of all
company sites.

No

G4-25

Basis for identification and
selection of stakeholders
with whom to engage.

Pages 18, 36, 41

Key stakeholders are selected based upon:

No

Approaches to stakeholder
engagement, including
frequency of engagement
by type and by
stakeholder group.

Pages 18, 41

G4-26

External
Assurance

• The stakeholders’ ability to significantly impact Panalpina’s
economic, ecological and social performance
• And where Panalpina’s economic, ecological and social
performance significantly impacts stakeholders.
Employees were engaged as part of the report preparation process, No
particularly during the materiality assessment workshop where key
individuals representing a broad range of functions at the company
participated in identifying relevant topics for the report.
On a more regular basis, Panalpina engages with stakeholders
through the following mechanisms and frequencies:
• Shareholders through annual meetings and selected interactions
with interested parties.
• Customers: regular customer satisfaction and feedback surveys,
quarterly business reviews.
• Employees: regular employee engagement surveys.
• Business partners – Cooperative partnerships with suppliers include
regular audits to ensure compliance with Panalpina’s policies
and applicable laws.
• Trade organizations through Panalpina’s membership and
engagement on specific issues.
• Neighbors of all company sites as issues arise.

G4-27

Key topics and concerns
Pages 18, 41
that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement,
and how the organization
has responded to those key
topics and concerns, including
through its reporting.

Key stakeholders have shown increasing interest in sustainability
issues in the past years. In 2015 alone, several requested
quantitative data regarding the environmental impacts resulting
from the services provided by Panalpina. While the topics certainly
vary by company and sector, most are interested in the energy
and corresponding greenhouse gas emissions resulting from
the transport of their goods, environmental compliance, labor
relations and practices, and responsible sourcing.

No

As an example, Panalpina has developed systems, such as its
EcoTransit-based reporting platform, to provide data to respond
to such inquiries on an as-needed basis.
G4-28

Reporting period.

Page 41

Calendar Year 2015

No

G4-29

Date of most recent
previous report.

Page 41

2014 Corporate Sustainability Report published in April 2015

No

G4-30

Reporting cycle.

Page 41

Annual Reporting

No
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GRI
Standard Disclosures
G4–31, G4–32,
G4–33, G4–56

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES CONTINUED

General Standard Disclosures

Location in 2015
Panalpina Corporate
Sustainability Report Comments and additional information

External
Assurance

G4-31

Contact point for questions
regarding the report
or its contents.

Page 42

Lindsay Zingg
Panalpina Management Ltd.
Global Head Quality, Health, Safety and Environment
4051 Basel
Viaduktstrasse 42
Switzerland
Phone: +41 61 226 1173
lindsay.zingg@panalpina.com

No

G4-32

GRI Content Index, identify
the “in Accordance” option
chosen, and external
assurance of report.

Page 42

This detailed GRI content index in accordance with the
“Core” option of the GRI G4 Guidelines.

No

G4-33

Page 42
Policy and current practice
with regard to seeking external
assurance for the report,
scope of assurance,
relationship between
organization and assurance
providers, and highest
governance body/senior
executive involved with
seeking assurance.

At this time, Panalpina has decided to not seek external
assurance for the report.

No

G4-34

Governance structure of
the organization, including
committees of the highest
governance body. Identify
any committees responsible
for decision-making on
economic, environmental
and social impacts.

Pages 15, 16, 17

Also see Disclosures of Management Approaches, included
in this report.

No

G4-56

Organization’s values,
principles, standards and
norms of behavior such
as codes of conduct and
codes of ethics.

Page 42

Panalpina’s core values are based on performance, integrity, and
professionalism. The company’s Code of Conduct is based on
these values and also highlights business-specific best practices
and adherence to local laws and regulations. The Code is available
in 27 languages and is accessible through the Company’s intranet
and public website. Each employee is provided with a one-time
training on the Code through a face-to-face session with their
supervisor. They are also asked to provide a signature indicating
complete understanding of the Code and commitment to follow
it in their daily work.

No

Panalpina has appointed a Head of Ethics and Corporate
Compliance, reportable directly to the CEO, to oversee the
Code of Conduct and global compliance programs.
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Material Aspects

Indicators –
Page in report

Omissions/Comments

External
Assurance

Economic Performance

EC1 – Pages 34, 35

Market Presence

EC6 – Page 43

No

Energy

EN3 – Pages 30, 31, 33

No

Emissions

EN15 – Pages 30, 31, 33
EN16 – Pages 30, 31, 33
EN17 – Pages 30, 31, 33

No

Products and Services

EN27 – Pages 28, 29, 33

Compliance

EN29 – Page 43

Transport

EN30 – Page 33

Supplier Environmental Assessment

EN32 – Page 43

Outside of the expectation for compliance with all applicable
laws, suppliers are not currently assessed for the impacts they
may have on the environment, for their labor practices, or for
the impacts they may have on society.

No

Labor/ Management Relations

LA4 – Page 43

Notice periods vary by region and country. All local laws
are complied with.

No

Occupational Health and Safety

LA6 – Pages 23, 24
LA7 – Pages 23, 24

Training and Education

LA11 – Page 21

Supplier Assessment for
Labor Practices

LA14 – Page 43

Outside of the expectation for compliance with all applicable
laws, suppliers are not currently assessed for the impacts they
may have on the environment, for their labor practices, or for
the impacts they may have on society.

No

Labor Practices Grievance
Mechanisms

LA16 – Page 43

Processes for employees to express concerns and/or file
formal complaints are established and available for use. Typically,
employees will first make their concerns known at the local facility
level. If they cannot be resolved locally, they are then escalated
to regional and ultimately corporate level.

No

Non-Discrimination

HR3 – Page 43

In 2015, there were 28 complaints of potential discrimination
and/or labor practices brought to the attention of Panalpina’s
Senior Management and satisfactorily resolved.

No

Anti-Corruption

SO3 – Page 43

Panalpina monitors on a global basis for ethics and compliance
related issues and risks. Locations where Panalpina operates
and specific operational units are regularly assessed for risks
related to potential corruption using a comprehensive risk
analysis methodology.

No

Public Policy

SO6 – Page 43

As a policy, Panalpina does not participate in or contribute
to political campaigns, candidates or political parties.

No

Anti-Competitive Behavior

SO7 – Page 43

In 2015, there were no new legal actions for anticompetitive
behavior, antitrust or monopoly-related issues that were brought
to the attention of the Board of Directors or the Executive Board.
There are, however, certain pending matters that relate to an
industry-wide investigation launched in 2007.

No

Panalpina does not have a policy of preferentially hiring
management from the local areas where Panalpina’s
facilities are located.

No

No
In 2015, there were no significant fines or nonmonetary
sanctions for noncompliance with environmental regulations
that required the attention of the Board of Directors and the
Executive Board respectively.

No

No

No
No
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES CONTINUED
Material Aspects

Indicators –
Page in report

Compliance

SO8 – Page 44

In 2015, there were no significant fines or nonmonetary
sanctions for noncompliance with laws or regulations that
required the attention of the Board of Directors and the
Executive Board respectively.

No

Supplier Assessments for Impacts
on Society

SO9 – Page 44

Outside of the expectation for compliance with all applicable
laws, suppliers are not currently assessed for the impacts they
may have on the environment, for their labor practices, or for
the impacts they may have on society.

No

Grievance mechanisms for Impacts
on Society

SO11 – Page 44

In 2015, there were no significant instances of grievances
that were filed regarding negative impacts that Panalpina had
in the communities where it operates that required the attention
of Panalpina’s Board of Directors or Executive Board team.

No

Customer Health and Safety

PR2 – Page 44

In 2015, there were no significant fines or nonmonetary
sanctions for noncompliance with laws or regulations relating
to customer health and safety that required the attention of the
Board of Directors and the Executive Board respectively.

No

Product Service Labeling

PR4 – Page 44

In 2015, there were no significant fines or nonmonetary sanctions
for noncompliance with laws or regulations relating to product
and service labeling that required the attention of the Board of
Directors and the Executive Board respectively.

No

Omissions/Comments

External
Assurance

GRI
Standard Disclosure
G4–59, G4–30
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